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Our Legal Mass Proceedings Services
The emission scandal caused by manipulated diesel engines and the related wave of legal 
actions against car manufacturers is just one example of the growing number of mass 
proceedings in the market. In addition to the automotive industry, we anticipate that the 
health care, telecommunications and media industries and trade will also see a strong 
increase in mass proceedings in the future. In this context, another important aspect, apart 
from legal competence, will be the efficient and transparent handling of legal actions.

Especially legal mass proceedings, with their specific 
requirements for the orchestration of the overall process, 
require a viable solution for the secure exchange of information, 
documents and knowledge, the coordination of appointments 
and meetings, and collaboration among all parties involved in 
the proceedings. With Luther.Legal Case Management, we 
have developed a process management tool that has been 
tested in practice on multiple occasions and which places us in 
a position to handle these legal mass proceedings efficiently, or 
to assist our clients efficiently and transparently in their own 
handling of such proceedings.

Our Services:

■	Managing the entire legal proceedings efficiently through 
the use of intelligent tools

■	Managing the master data in relation to the parties involved, 
the courts and the matter in dispute

■	Managing all incoming and outgoing documents and all 
memos regarding meetings or hearings

■	Creating documents using automated processes
■	Performing intelligent, learning evaluations of costs, risks 

and probabilities (tables/graphs)

■	Managing deadlines and appointments (internal/external)
■	Controlling the workflow, recording the hours worked and 

performing the invoicing

The described service components are generally defined in 
more detail in moderated workshops that are attended by the 
business areas involved, lawyers from Luther and our digital 
and process experts. 
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Our Digital Expertise:

Luther has been named “Law Firm of the Year 2019” by the 
German legal publisher JUVE, and a “Digital Law Firm 2020”. 
Our platform has won the PMN Award.


